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Tuition to Increase in 79;
Inflation Cited as Cause
By Rober J. Schumm
Tuition, room and board, and the
activity fee will all increase next
year, it was announced by Rev.
Thomas R. Fitzgerald, S.J. Tuition will
increase $275 to $3475, room and
board will increase $150 to $1950,
and the activity will increase $5 to
$100. The rising cost of living was
given as the reason for these
increases.
The 8.6 percent increase in tuition
and the 8.3 percent increase in room
and board, are "within President
Carter's wage and price guidelines,"
according to John Hickson, Vice
President for finance.
The increases come despite a
$346,379 operating surplus in fiscal
year 1978. "It is necessary to have a
surplus as a contingency against the
future. It is a reserve fund," explained Mr. Hickson. "That figure does
not really account for non-recurring
income. We try to have non-recurring
income offset our one time expenses, such as deferred maintainance problem," he continued.
George Diffley, Vice President for
Development, added that the surplus
"keeps us from having to borrow
money in the summer months before
tuition payments are received.
The increases have been approved by the Board of Trustees Finance

Committee and the Executive
committee.
Another reason cited by Fr. Fitzgerald for the increase is the reduction of enrollment to try and achieve
a 2700 student level. "We are trying
to reduce the total of our fulltime
undergraduate enrollments by 50 or
so in an effort to get back down to
what is considered our proper enrollment size of 2700," explained Fr.
Fitzgerald.
The increase in the Activities fee is
the result of the increase granted to
F.U.S.A. for the upcoming year. This
is the first increase in the student
governments budget in six years
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since its inception. The five dollar
increase amounts to a 5.2 percent
increase.
No formal opposition to the increase has been formed yet. Fr. Fitzgerald has stated that "I am more
that willing to discuss the salient
points of the new budget" with campus leaders.
"While the administration of an
enterprise the size of the university
always can be improved, I feel that
our current financial management
and financial planning are quite good
and reflect rather constant
vigilance."
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Beusse Resigns After
"Full House" Controversy
By Tony Tarnell

Kevin Lawlor, Administrative Director of FUSA

(Photo by Bob Schumm)

Trustees Grant FUSA
$13,500 Increase
By Tucker Forman
An increase ot approximately
$13,500 to the 1979-80 FUSA budget
was announced last week by Father
Fitzgerald and the Board of Trustees.
According to Kevin Lawlor, the increase was granted "to continue
providing the essential services we
have produced in the past." The increment results in a $5 increase in
the student activity fee ($5 X 2700
students).
"It gives us leeway in expanding
pur program," comments Lawlor.
"The entertainment budget would
have been hit the hardest if there
were no increase. Band prices have
skyrocketed in the past few years."
"However, we are hoping for an
$18,000 increase along with a 6 percent cost of living escalator clause
each year to account for inflation.
The Budget Committee voted and received the $13,500. We were not
pleased with the Committee's refusal
to grant us the escalator clause
since this was the key aspect in formulating future budgets due to constant rising inflation. Currently, we are
in the same position as the faculty in
that we renegotiate our financial
position every year."
Lawlor continues "With our increase, FUSA plans to continue past
programs and institute some new
ones. We plan to expand teacher
evaluations, career spectrum,
career speakers and create an alumni course evaluation." The purpose
of this program would be to find out
how beneficial certain courses are in
the long run. "We will take a sample
of alutnni and seek their opinions as
to the relevance of different classes
and courses. Culturally, we plan to
expand lecture in arts into a series of
mini lectures. Also, we are thinking in
terms of instructional programs dealing with auto mechanics, self
defense, music and dance lessons."
"In addition, we a/e hoping to increase dorm allotments and allot-

ments to clubs. One issue that
seems to be of the utmost importance is the funding of a legal aid
society. This would benefit off campus boarders because these students have been cheated and legally
abused by their landlords. The problem arises mostly in house deposits
and claims of damages. The
students at this point are at the mercy of a small monopolistic group of
landlords. The landlords already
have the deposit money and they
make the estimates of damages.
However, if a school wide legal aid
group was formed, it would assist
these students plus any other students that needed legal help or advice. The society would perform
three major functions: 1) It would aid
the beach students and other students as well. 2) It would give the
students involved an experienced
taste for the law and would aid on
Law School applications. 3) It would
allow the faculty and the alumni to
work with the students on a different
level than the class level. (Some
alumni have already offered their
services at a very low price.) The
cost arises from various forms, applications, procedures, advertising
and lawyers' fees.
In terms of the Recreational Center, the fee for this upcoming year
will be incorporated into the tuition
fee. This is different procedure from
last year when it was a separate $90
fee. "We are presently negotiating
with Father Fitzgerald about extending the use of the Center for graduating seniors for another year.,
Lawlor added."
"Hours are probably the biggest
issue right now. Budgeting is the problem because for every extra hour
that the Center is open, you have to
pay staff to run it. This includes pool
lifeguards, maintenance, security
and recreational staff. But these
growing pains should work themselves out as time goes on."

Brian Buesse, former Station
Manager at WVOF resigned from the
chief, position of his self-developed
talk show Full House last Sunday
night at 11:05 pm. Buesse's resignation, which was aired by WVOF, was
the culmination of a week long investigation regarding the occurrences of the Sunday, March 4 Full
House show, which in Buesse's own
words "was an abomination, and
which got completely out of hand."
Beusse's resignation follows last
Sunday night's show, which aired
several profane remarks directed at
some top administrators of this
University. The profane remarks
were not made by either Brian or his
Co-host Steven "Wheels" Paulone,
but by callers over the phone.
Beusse is being held responsible for
the actions of his show, since it was
deemed within his power to edit the

profanities with the seven second
delay system used by the station
specifically for this purpose.
"I feel that my track record up till
last Sunday was near perfect,"
noted Beusse in an interview prior to
his resignation speech. He continued
that," I am completely upset at myself for every letting that type of garbage ever happen on my show."
Beusse explained that due to the
amount of people in the studio he
could not hear the monitor. Paul X.
Tavino, who was Beusse's guest
host on the show, "did not know the
station rules concerning this type of
event," detailed Buesse. Tavino who
was on the phone handling calls
when the calls in question were
received. It is argued by both Beusse
and new Station Manager Jack Bello
that Tavino did not know how to
operate the seven second delay
system. Beusse noted that," It was
my duty to know what was going on

in the station, and most importantly
to know what was going over the air
at all times."
After the show, the events which
led up to Beusse's resignation
developed between the station's
Board of- Directors, and Jack Bello.
The Board of Directors is a combination of faculty, administration,
students and alumni. The members
are: Edward Deak of the Economics
department, Rudolph Landry of the
English department, Dean Samway,
Gregory Pia, a junior, Bob Cuzzi, a
senior, Mr. Cheney from the Graduate School of Communications, and
Alumni members Stan Hiriak, and C.
Mich McCullough, who acts as Chairman of the Board.
Dean Samway noted that on the
Tuesday after the show, Jack Bello
came to her upset over the occurrences of Beusse's show. Samway
pointed out that "Jack did not know
Continued on Page 10

SEC Directors Named;
Cabinet Continues to Take Shape
By Gigi Byron
Jim Connolly's FUSA cabinet continues to take shape with the appointments of Mike DiSpirito and Tony
Amarante as co-directors of the Student Entertainment Commission
(SEC) this week.
The appointments came as a surprise to no one because both
DiSpirito and Amarante have been
very active in SEC since their
freshman year. The co-directors
began their involvement by workingsecurity for concerts, then moved on
to setting up and breaking down SECsponsored events, and the to actually booking bands.
Amarante ran last year's Dogwood dance as a sophomore. This
year DiSpirito held the position of
head of stage crew and Amarante
was assistant director of SEC.
The directors feel their job is to find
out the student's entertainment preferences and then "try to give them
what they want." DiSpirito explained,
"It's the student's money we're
spending, so we always try to get as
much input as possible. We combine
what they want with our own discretion."
Both Amarante and DiSpirito
would like to see a little more variety
in the entertainment at Fairfield.
Amarante discussed the possibility
of bringing diversity in the forms of
jazz, blue grass, rock, soul, and
blues to the campus. He added that,

"You can't please everybody all the
time, but by variety you can please a
majority of the people."
Along with choosing Fairfield's
entertainment, the co-directors are
also responsible for running all
events—setting up, security, accommodations for the band, and
breaking down. They see no problems in doing this. "We have one of
the best concert crews around.
They've always worked great before
& I'm sure they'll pull through for us
this year," commented DiSpirito.
The first event that the new directors will run is Dogwood weekend.
They have already begun the process of looking into the availability
and price of bands. "One possibility
is a joint concert with U.B. They

already have the Cars booked for
that day," Amarante said, then added, "But it's all very tentative now
and really too early to tell what will
happen."
Other Connolly cabinet appointees
who were announced last week have
begun working with those people
who hold the post in O'Brien's cabinet to learn what exactly their jobs
entail.
Mike Navarro, academic coordinator, explains that his job is to "deal
with all aspects of academics."
"When you talk about academics,"
Navarro added, "you're talking
about a whole realm of things that
deal with the administration faculty
and students."
Continued on Page 3

Denise Dzurec, Attorney General and Mike DiSpirito, Co-director of SEC.
(Photo by Bob Schumm)
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The \^feek In Review
WORLD
Carter Peace Effort
President Carter travelled to the Middle east
last week in an effort to complete the peace
treaty drawn up at the Camp David summit last
year.
President Anwar el-Sadat of Egypt said in a
speech that 95 per cent of the issues have
been resolved, but there is no indication that a
final agreement will be reached, as one White
house official remarked, "We've been so close
so often. The President is well aware that it is
much easier for things to go wrong then for
things to go right."
President Carter travelled to Israel last
Saturday after three days of talks on Egypt,
where Sadat called for concessions by the
Israelis as proof of their committment to
peace. The chief unresolved issues include
dates for the exchange of ambassadors, provisions for access of Israelis to Sanai oil fields,
and U.S. guarantees to provide economic and
military aid and help in endorcing the treaty.
Carter remains hopeful, and has taken a risk
in travelling to the Middle East. If he succeeds,
he will have secured prestige for both himself
and the U.S. If he fails, it is likely to harm his bid
for the presidency in 1980.
U.S. Aids Yemen in Border Conflict
In an effort to protect U.S. interests on the
Arabian peninsula, to signal Moscow against
further advances, and to demonstrate to
friends in that area our present strength, President Carter authorized deliveries of $390
million worth of weapons to Yemen and dispatched the attack aircraft carrier Constellation to
the Arabian Sea. Located at the Southern tip of
Saudi Arabia, Yemen is currently fighting a
border war with its neighbor South Yemen,
which receives arms from the U.S.S.R. and
military advisors fsrom Cuba.
South Yemen first attacked border positions
three weeks ago. The U .S. has vital oil interests
on the Arabian peninsula, and also seeks to
support the security of Saudi Arabia in hopes
that this will soften the Saudi stand against the
tentative Egytian-lsraeli Peace agreements.
Presently neither side appears to be making
advances, but fighting is expected to heighten
soon.
China Starts Withdrawal
Chinese troops have started withdrawing
from Vietnam, but it may be several weeks
before all troops are removed. Hanoi has
agreed to negotiate with Pekig once all the
troops have been removed beind the Chinese
border.
Reports from Hanoi accused the withdrawing troops of "barbarous acts" such as
"plundering, burning people's homes, and
shelling."
Both sides claimed victories, the Vietnamese stating that they had repulsed Chinese
advances and were forcing a retreat, and the

Chinese asserting that they had punished Vietnam.
New Protests in Iran
In Iran, the new government, is facing
serious trouble, and is faced with losing the
support of religious leader Ruhollah Khomeini.
Khomeini criticized the government of Prime
Minister Mehdi Bazargan, whom he helped to
power, as being too pro-Western. The Ayatollah
Khomeini desires a return to strict observace
of the Islamic Codes. This has spared protests
by women in the big cities of Iran, who are faced with losing the rights and stature they had
gained under the rule of Shah Mohammed
Reza Pahlevi, who was forced into exile two
months ago. The rift could broaden in the
future, but it is unlikely that the Ayatollah would
lose his overwhelming popular support.
Short Takes
Tanzanian troops are closing in on Kampala,
the Capital of Uganda, but Ugandan President
Idi Amin is receiving massive airlifts of tanks,
planes
and
other
weapons
from
Libya....Algeria, Iraq, and Venezuela raised
their prices on crude oil, causing 13 oil companies to cut down on supplies to dealers, and
forcing nine airlines to trim the number of
scheduled flights due to current or prospective
shortages.

NATION
Support Growing for Constitutional
Convention
Inflation is hurting everyone these days, and
the high rates we have nowadays are due at
least in part to the high deficit our government
is running up. In response to this, some 28
states have already voted for a constitutional
convention which would order the government
to prepare a balanced budget. Only six more

states are needed to obtain the necessary twothirds majority.
During his 1976 campaign, Jimmy Carter
pledged to balance the budget by 1981, but will
most likely not achieve this goal. Supporters of
the proposal contend that politicians will not
balance the budget until it is unlawful not to do
so.
The general feeling of economists is that the
proposal is unfeasible and impracticable, as it
contradicts modern economic theory. When
our economy is healthy, tax revenues are high
and we run up a surplus. During periods of
recession, employment is low, income security
and unemployment payments are high, tax
revenues fall, and the budget runs up a deficit.
Raising taxes or cutting spending during a
recession would only worsen the situation, and
cutting taxes or raising expenditures during a
boom period would only intensify inflation.
Therefore an amendment such as this would
lead to a less stable economy, precisely the opposite of what the balanced-budget proponents
seek.
If we are to limit government spending, we
must seek alternate means of doing so.
New Orleans Police Strike Ends
A 16 day walkout by New Orleans Police,
which became national news by forcing the
cancellation of the annual Mardi Gras celebration, has ended, and it seems as though the
strikers got the worst of it.
The police officers called a strike earlier this
year to force recognition of the teamsters as
their representative; this was granted. But officers became overconfident and called a second strike, timing it with Mardi Gras for
greatest bargaining power. But the Mayor refused to give in and after Mardi Gras season
had passed the officers their bargaining power

Alcohol Abuse Prevention
Conference Planned
By Janet O'Connor and
Gigi Byron
A campus alcohol awareness conference will take place on Saturday,
March 31, as the first activity of the
Committee for an Alcohol Abuse Prevention Program. This recentlyformed committee is headed by Dan
Merrigan of the Campus Ministry, an
expert and specialist in the field of
alcohol abuse prevention.
The conference participants will
be 50 or 60 percent students and 40
or 50 percent administration, faculty,
and staff. It will consist of a keynote
speaker, small discussion groups,
and films.
The conference will focus in on
what constitutes abuse of alcohol
and what constitutes responsible
use. The emphasis of this group and
of the conference will be on prevention of alcohol abuse. Merrigan feels
this is especially immportant because "too often people focus on
curing the problem of alcohol abuse
and ignore the prevention of it."
"The result of the conference will
be a student task force which will
meet in April for a goal setting
workshop in order to formulate specific goals and objectives and to
make concrete recommendations
for the implementation of activities,
that would fulfill the goals, "Merrigan
explained.
The ultimate goal of this group is
to make a recommendation to the
Administration in the fall for an
alcohol information center, and to
have that recommendation accepted.

Merrigan stated that, "The purpose of the Committee for an Alcohol
Abuse Prevention Program is not to
moralize students regarding use or
non-use of alcoholic beverages.
Rather, the intent is to encourage a
philosophy
about
alcoholic
beverages in which consistent examples of moderate use is encouraged, where drinking has a moral conotation, and where alcohol use is not

•

the prime focus of a social activity."
This committee, although separate from the Committee for Campus
Life, has arisen out of the same office (Campus Ministry) as CCL.
The Committee for Campus Life
has already had its first activity—the
"I care" buttons. That group is now
assessing the impact of the buttons
and planning future activites for the
same cause.

Plus:

•

it's free checking
plus a whole lot more.

and returned to work without the pay raises
they had demanded. In addition, the city refused to recognize the union as their representative arty longer.
Environmental Regulations on
Strip Mining Completed
The U.S. completed its strip mining regulations, and some environmentalists are calling
the rules a milestone.
The primary target was strip mining for coal,
which destroys land through bull dozing and
dynamiting, and ruined millions of acres
through neglect of restoration procedures. The
new regulations increase the cost of strip mining by requiring restoration of the land to its
natural state, which makes the less ecologically damaging underground mining more economically attractive.
According to Secretary of the Interior Cecil
Andrus, "The day has ended when the nation
can afford to develop one resource to the irrepairable harm of others-our air and water and
the land. The legacy of poor mining practices
has been flood, polluted water, and ravaged
land. The aim of these regulations is to end
such practices."

NEW ENGLAND
Drivers Strikes Continue
Strikes by school bus drivers and milk-truck
drivers are entering their fifth and fourth weeks
respectively, and no settlements seem near for
either group.
Striking bus drivers in New York City are demanding that they receive pay for full eight
hour days even thought they only work four
hour days, because they cannont find other
jobs during in-between hours to bring their
work days up to eight hours.
Mayor koch refused to meet their demands,
and the Board of Education is arranging to hire
private cars and uses its own employees to
transport some 200 physically handicapped
children to school.
Negotiations in the milk strike were cut off
last week by the refusal of union members to
participate any longer in direct talks. Mediator
attempts as restarting the stalled discussions
were unsuccessful.
More Waterfront Indictments
Handed Down
A Federal waterfront investigation which has
been underway for several months led to the indictment in New York City of 11 more persons
last week, including two members of the Vito
Genovese crime "family." One of these members, Tino Fiumara, is alleged to have controlled three presidents of locals of the International Longshoremans's Association, who were
charged with racketeering.
The indictments charge that six of the people involved belonged to an enterprise that corruptly controlled water front business in the
port of New York.

The major impact of the "I care"
buttons, according to Father Paul
Carrier, S.J. has been to open communications between the administration, faculty and students. Fr. Carrier, coordinator of the Committee
for Campus Life, stated that the buttons have served as a "universal
symbol of concern and have generated discussion on how to improve
campus life." In addition, Fr. Carrier
felt the buttons gave concerned yet
silent students a chance to express
their committment to Fairfield.
Continued on Page 10
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Campus Notes
By John J. Smith
WOMEN PROFESSIONALS
TO SPEAK
The Woman's Bureau at Fairfieid
University will sponsor a series of
lunchtime discussions this spring
designed-to give women the opportunity to meet women successfully
employed in various fields. The guest
for the first session on March 21 will
be attorney Cecilia Rosenberg.
Each session will feature a woman
who has successfully entered the labor force, either for the first time or
after a leave of several years. Future
speakers will be Lea Scott, systems
analyst with the General Electric
Company, on April 4; Priscilla
Holmes, a para-legal with Olin Corporation, on April 18; and Martha
Plotkin, director of the Department of
Aging for the Town of Fairfieid, on
May 2.
Admission to the sessions is free,
though enrollment for each is limited
to 30. Participants are urged to bring
a lunch; beverages will be provided.
For reservations, call the Women's
Bureau at 255-5411, ext, 681.
COSTS CONTROL WORKSHOP
Cutting office costs through information processing technology, and
the typical savings to be gained
through information processing technology, are just two of the topics to
be covered in an upcoming one-day
workshop on "Controlling Office
Costs: How to Cut Overhead Through
Information Technology" to be of-'
fered at Fairfieid on Tuesday, March
27, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Dr. Frank Greenwood, professor
of management at Fairfieid will conduct the workshop. Dr. Greenwood
has conducted special management
seminars for various organizations
over the years, and is president of
Emex Company, information processing specialists.
Focusing on management and
systems analysis, data processing,
word processing, image processing,
microfiche and electronic mail, and
reprographic telecommunications,
the workshop will provide guidance
on how to cut costs in specific situations. Information processing technology will be explained in easy to
understand terms.
Directors of administration, directors of date processing, finance
directors, office managers—and
. any mamanger who wants lower office costs and wants to know what
assistance to expect from information technology investments^.are invited to attend the workshop.
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For further in formation or to register, call the Bureau of Business and
Public Administration at the University at 255-5411, ext. 537.
HEALTH NURSING WORKSHOP
Examining the effects of toxic
substances in occupational settings
and developing the occupational
health nurse as manager of the
health unit, are just two of the topics
covered in an upcoming two-day
workshop here at Fairfieid.
On Friday, March 30, speakers will
include Lucille Dahm, R.N., and OHN
for Pepperidge Farm; Walter H.
Pratt.Jr., director of Personnel for
Gant Shirtmakers; Lucille Pember,
R.N., and assistant director of nurses
for Hall-Brooke Hospital; and Helen
Coburn, R.N., of Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Connecticut:
On Saturday, March 31, speakers
will include Elizabeth Pantelick, R.N.,
M.P.H., and nurse epidemiologist for
Yale-New Haven Hospital; Gladys
Scovel, R.N., and OHN for Olin Ski
Company; Robert Brubaker, M.D.,
and medcical director for Olin Ski
Company; Henry J. Muranko, M.P.H.,
and manager of the Department of
Environmental Hygiene and Toxicology at Olin Corporation; Joseph
Shimsky, corporate manager of safety at Pitney-Bowes Corp.; Robert
Monstream, attorney; and a representative from the Concerned
Nurses of Connecticut.
The two day workshop is designed
to give the OHN and others in the
nursing and health field a better
understanding of the OHN's responsibilities in the occupational health
setting, in addition to providing an
understanding of the principles of
epidemiology. The workshop will also
illustrate how epidemiology relates
to the occupational health setting.
For further information or to register call 255-5411,' ext, 665. The
workshop is co-sponsored by the '
University's Bureau of Business and
Public Administration and the Connecticut Association of Occupational
Health Nurses.
WOMAN'S BASKETBALL
PROGRAM UPDATED
Fairfieid University will upgrade its
women's basketball program to the
Division II level and will be taking on
a full-time women's basketball coach
for next season it was announced by
Athletic Director C. Donald Cook.
Fairfieid has fielded a women's
varsity basketball team for the past
four years, on a Division III level, with
a part-time coach.
Fairfieid has, however, played a
schedule which included many Division I & II teams. This year's team,
which was coached by Bill DeGrazia,
finished with a 6-14 record on a difficult schedule.
A search for a head coach will begin shortly. In addition, the school
will also hire one part-time assistant.
The move to Division II will be accompanied by an increase in the financial aid available to players in accordance with EAIAW (Eastern
Association for Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women) regulations,
Fairfield's grant-in-aid program forv

Gold's
THE
DELICATESSEN

UPCOMING EVENTS
Tonight, Thursday, March 15: Pub Nite in the Oak Room from 8:00 p.m.
to midnight.
Friday, March 16: Spring Break begins at the end of classes.
Monday, March 19, to Friday, March 23: Watch for College Nite
Specials, wet T-shirt contests, et al at The Button, Ocean Mist
Lounge, Prop Club, and other sundry places along the "strip" in
beautiful downtown Lauderdale.
Monday, March 26: Classes Resume.
Tuesday, March 27: FUSA Lecture and Arts presents the Mark Twain
Repertory Company in the Oak Room.
Thursday, March 29: Connecticut Center for Continuing Education
presents "Danceworks" at 8 p.m. in the Oak Room. Also, "Joseph Andrews" will be shown in Gonzaga Auditorium at 7:30; Admission $1.00.
Friday, March 30: Prep Antique Show in the Gymnasium.
Saturday, March 31: "Joseph Andrews" will again be shown in Gonzaga
Auditorium, this time for free. Also on Saturday Night, The Stag-Her Inn
moves to the cafeteria with the Buffalo Chipkickers.
'women will increase to a competitive
Division II level.
t
CAREER DEVELOPMENT
COURSES OFFERED
New sessions of two courses,
"Career Change" and "Career
Direction" will be offered by the
University's Fairfieid Adult Career
and Educational Services (FACES).
"Career Change" will take place on
five Mondays, March 19 through
April 16 from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
"Career Direction" will take place on
Thursday mornings March 22
through April 19 from 10:00 until
noon. The courses are designed to
assist adults in career decisionmaking and in updating their academic skills.
FACES, which is conducting the
courses, was recently established at
Fairfieid University as an information
and counseling center for adults.
For Further information about the
career development courses of other
vocational services offered by
FACES, call 255-5411, ext. 681.
CAMPUS MINISTRY LENTEN
PROGRAM
The following schedule is the
Lenten Liturgy Program run by the
Campus Ministry during the Lenten
season. The Lenten Program will offer to each member of the University
Community the challenge to discover
the Risen Lord in the poor, the
homeless, the sick. The program will
be offered at 7 and 10 p.m. every
Sunday.
March 18: Third Sunday; Cleansing
of the Temple; Rev. Chet Arty of
Glenmary, celebrant.
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Educational Center
Call Days Evenings & Weekends
101 Whitney Ave.
New Haven Ct. 06511

789-1169
800 Silver Lane
E. Hartford Ct. 06116

568-7927
For Information About Other
Centers In Major US Cities &
Abroad Outside NY State
Call TOLL FREE 800-223-1782

873 POST RD.
FAIRFIELD

ARTS AND SCIENCES
AWARDS NIGHT TONIGHT
The Arts and Sciences awards
night, originally planned for Tuesday
March 6, 1979, has been postponed
and now is re-scheduled for tonight,
March 15, in the Faculty Dining
Room at 7:30 p.m.
At that time, there will be presentation of .projects by selected
students, entertainment by those
participating, and refreshments will
be served.
Dr. Nicholas Rinaldi, Acting Dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences,
will make the presentation of
awards.
The entire University Community
is invited free.

"Cabinet"
Continued from Page 1
Navarro has already started working on teacher evaluations, the core
curriculum, and internships for students. He is looking to "develop a
good rapport" with administration
and faculty so that they can have a
"constant exchange of ideas."
Navarrro plans to be both open
and vocal in his office. "No matter
how large or small a problem a student has, I'm willing to listen and to
use the position of my office to help
in any way I can," commented
Navarro.

Kenny Donovan, the new FUSA
controller, sees his job as "not only
the allocation of funds, but also a major advisory role to Jimmy."
This year's $13,500 increase to
the FUSA budget will give Donovan
added responsibility.

NEW LOCATION -1439 POST RD. EAST, WESTP0RT
A GREAT SELECTION OF WINDBREAKERS
NYLON i POPLIN & DENIM, ALL SIZES
j,
^ _
...Bring ffW Troop*

PEOlE

GOOD
SANDWICHES

March 25: Fourth Sunday; Rev. D.
Como, S.J., and the Ray Guzman
Assumption Singers..
April 1: Fifth Sunday; A Healing Mass
featuring the Cathedral Singers.
April 8: Palm Sun day; Rev. Bruce
Ritter, O.F.M., and the Ken Moales
Sospel Ensemble.
April 9: Dancers of Faith at 8:15 p.m.
April 10: Seder Liturgy and the Living
Stations at 8:00 p.m.
April 12: Holy Thursday; Liturgy of
the Lord's Supper at 8:00 p.m.
April 13: Liturgy of the Passion at
8:00 p.m., Good Friday.
April 14: Easter Vigil at 8:00 p.m.
April 15: Easter Liturgy at 9:00 a.m.
SOFINC ELECTIONS
Elections for the Board of Directors of SOFINC, an alternative to the

Bookstore, were held last week.
Those elected to serve as administrators for the 1979-80 academic
year are: Terry Aloise, chairman,
Joann Pace, treasurer, Kathy Cronin,
Ed Rush, Greg Pia, Alice Pugh, Diana
Donato, and John Sohigan.
SOFINC (Students of Fairfieid Incorporated) was started in 1975 as
an alternative to high prices charged
in the book store. At present,
SOFINC has expanded its operations
and sells cold soda, munchies, Bic
brand cigarette lighters and razors,
Drake bakery products as well as
new and used textbooks. SOFING is
open from 2:30 to 4:30 on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays, and from
2:30 to 4:30 and 6-8 p.m. on
Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Westport open
Thurstill8p.m.

Q OFFfCIAL SCOUT DISTRIBUTOR

Bridgepor1

Fri till 8 p.m.

AttWvty Amy & Navy Store
-F*.

855 E. Main St.
Bridgeport
334-4345'

1439 POST RD. EAST, WESTPORT
255-6066 Opp Westport Bowling Lanes

THE SALT OF THE EARTH

PATERSON'S
TYPEWRITER REPAIR SERVICE

NATURAL FOODS AND
HERB SHOP
NOW /N...BABY WOOD ROSE SEEDS
39 Unquowa Rd. Next To Community
Theatre, All F.U. Students Entitled To 10%
Discount On All Foods, Vitamins, Everything!
Open 7 Days A Week 9-6 p.m. — Fri. till 9 p.m.

Like It Is:
Continued from Page 9
there. He didn't get up until closing
time. And his sneakers had turned to
liquid rubber."
Anyway, the Fairfieid Health Spa
is open to all students. For a special,
pre-tuition fee of $5500, you too, can
be a member of this magnificent
Health Resort. Simply present your
card at the door and enjoy. It is the
most reasonable way to avoid exams, homework and irate teachers.
Why lose sleep worrying about
school when you can be enjoying life'
at the all new Fairfieid Health Spa?
Remember, Don't let college interface with your education. And as a
member of the Fairfieid Health Spa,
we think that when you graduate (?)
you're going to be a new person.

When your typewriter needs repair we're
the ones to solve the problem.
•
•
•
•

We repair all makes of typewriters
We have a complete line of ribbons
Sales service and supply on pocket calculators
Student discount to F.U. students
1976 Post Road, Across from Devon's Donuts
255-2430
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Editorials
When Brian Beusse and the radio
talkshow "Full House" signed off the
air Sunday night a curious campus institution came to an end. WVOF,
taken to task by University administrators and its own Board of Directors
as a result of the rowdy drunkenness
of the March 4 version of the show,
had no reasonable alternative to
cancelling the program. While
Beusse's resignation is unfortunate,
the cancellation is not. It. had long
been time for WVOF to clean its own
house.
While "Full House" pretended to
be a talk show, it was in fact a comedy hour. Comedy in itself is a good
thing, yet when media personnel are
drinking on the air and offering offthe-cuff evaluations of the physiques
of University administrators, comedy
has been abandoned for rude, poor
taste. We would disagree with that
guest of the March 4 show who offered the curious axiom that "The
supreme joke is others." The fact is
that in the media the absolute value is
responsibility. On-the-air egotistical
verbal attacks on others only reveal
the insecurity of the offender, as well
as his lack of a sense of that responsibility.
The full blame for debacle,
however, can not be ascribed to
WVOF. Beusse wanted a semi-serious show; most of the callers wanted
only a chance to achieve some social
recognition or emotional catharsis
through speaking aloud on the radio.
There exists the possibility that the

very existence of such a program on
this campus breeds sick humor, and
that by providing a means of projecting that humor WVOF stuck its neck
out too far. Hence, the cancellation.
As loquacious as he was, Beusse
could not carry the show by himself; it
had to have callers. To a larger
degree he was correct in saying that
"A talk show is made by its
audience."
Ultimately, of course, the cancellation is a tragedy, albeit a necessary
one. On a campus with only dffe
weekly newspaper and a thriceweekly Campus Crier, the power of a
live medium such as WVOF's to communicate widely, powerfully and
quickly represents perhaps the
greatest promise of any campus organization. Yet with that power must
go commensurate amounts of respect and responsibility; respect for
that medium and the power it represents, and responsibility in carrying
out the programs it undertakes. Only
with respect and responsibility can
any future talk shows hope to prosper
here.
Could another more disciplined
show realize the aforementioned potential? Possibly. Beusse's practice
of featuring campus leaders as
guests was an excellent one which
we would like to see continued. A
we8'th of potential exists at WVOF,
which it could yet realize,
and
overall, in fact, that station has
developed into an excellent one this
year. Let us hope to see it keep its
own house clean in the future.

Letters

Calls for Evaluations

To the Editor:
I am writing in protest of FUSA's cancellation of Teacher Evaluations. FUSA's failure in
this respect is a disgrace. Kevin Lawlor may be
correct in saying that these evaluations should
not be the responsibility of the student government, but the fact remains that they are. Until
that responsibility is accepted by some other
group, FUSA has the obligation to supply students with the information these evaluations
provide. To attempt to throw the blame on the
faculty is not sufficient. Although the fact that
only teachers who scored well on the evaluations turned them in reveals a disappointing
aspect of the faculty at Fairfield, it is not surprising. Evaluations should be distributed, collected, and returned by students. Teachers
ought not to get their hands on them before
they have been turned into FUSA.
Although the whole affair is disappointing, I
am hopeful that the new FUSA president will
make reorganization of the teacher evvaluation
procedure a priority next year. I CARE—not
just about trouble in the dorms, but about
students' rights, and faculty's actions. I hope
Jim Connolly does, too.
Sincerely
Patricia Harrington, '81

Stall Blasts
Housemasters
To the Editor:
With the arrival of warmer weather, the campus has seen an increase in the number of fire
alarms. On Monday, March 5, at approximately
2:30 A.M. there was a fire alarm pulled in North
west which kept students out in the pooring
rain for over a half an hour. There were many
complaints about this from the students, particulary from the girls on the lower floors who
evacuated promptly, and thus had to stay outside the longest.
There were two major causes of the delay,
the fact that a second alarm was pulled during
the evacuation, and the fact that some students hid in their rooms and had to be ousted
by the RA's.
Another fact that came to my attention as a
result of this fire alarm is the example set by
the housemasters. RA's had to stand by the
doors to make sure the students got out of the
building, and did not stop in the doorways
which would have blocked the stairs. This
could have been done by one or two of the
housemasters, yet only one of the four in Northwest came out of his room during the alarm.
The ruling on this is that unless an RA. sees the
priest outside of his room, or unless the door is

open, he cannot go in the room to ask him fo
leave.
The housemasters are directly under the
President, and consequently there is no way to
"punish" those priests who do not come out
for fire drills, Probably the only way that the
housemasters will start coming out is after 3 or
4 are killed in a real fire. The housemasters
should be setting an example for the students,
and unfortunately they are. The fire alarms are
no more inconviencing to the housemasters
than to the students, and many students are
aware of the trouble some of the housemasters
have sleeping with only a low noise level, thus
you can hardly say that all of the housemasters
are sleeping through the alarms
If the housemasters are awake, they should
come out and help the RA's, thus allowing
everyone to get back to sleep sooner, themselves as the students. The Student Handbook
says that "The Housemasters are available to
students for...assistance in any way possible",
let us hope that in thhe future that assistance is
given when asked for or offered when it is not.
Sincerely,
Robert Stall

Defends Beusse
To the Editor:
Last year when the radio was turned on Sunday
nights, you heard Radio Anarchy which was a
disorganized mess headed by two hosts with
minimal knowledge of campus issues. This
year Brian Buesse has turned full house into a
respectable communication vehicle which
brought the campus together every Sunday
night to discuss, joke, and argue about school
issues. For this he deserves the utmost respect
and praise.

Cheers
Cheers to: As promised, we'll kick off with the
real big news...Cheer of the Week goes... believe me, it hurts to write this...boy...to the
WVOF hoop geam for shellacking The Mirror in
last Friday's Challenge of the Year Game...like
Hollywood Hederson, they backed up all they
boasted...bookies made out like bandits...cub
reporters weren't crying in their beer at the
post-game get-together, though... more than
one off duty DJ got sudsed under the
table...looks like the Challenge Softball game is
a must win for the paper...good thing we've got
Rich Pratt on ouur side...Cato and Beaudoin
may join the cause too...cheers to Jim Hoefner
and Wheels and SEC for, doing a great job of
conceiving and planning 79 Nights...great function...cheers to the seniors who attended, as
well as to the Beaver Brown Band...to all those
who can't read this week's Boos and Cheers
because they're in Florida...sorry to report that
the campaign to send the author of this column
to Miami on special assignment failed miserably...editorial tyrants...all they offered was a
one-way ticket on the Amtrack to
Hoboke...cheers to Paul V. Murphy and Trever
Brown for appearing tonight in the Stag-Her at
8:30 to sing Irish songs...show up and hail St.
Patrick...by the way, cheers to anyone who's
Irish...and to anyone who's headed for Fifth
Avenue on Saturday...to Dayton's hoop team
for smashing Holy Corss in the opening round
of the NIT...if the pickers had been smart and.
chosen our Stags instead the outcome would
have been different for certain...
FAIRMHO

Boos
Boos to: To the Board of Trustees for raising
the price of going to this place by too many dollars...why not exercise a little fiscal restraint
and take it easy on the students and those who
foot the bills...second consecutive boo to the
sickies who are psyched on stealing books and
plants from Loyola Chapel...this isn't Exorcist
time guys, let's cut the games...speaking of
creeps, boos to whover stole Trevor Brown's
jacket, wallet, wristwatch, and class ringNrom
the gymnasium stands during the WVOF—Mirror hoop game Friday night...we know you're
souvenir hungry but that's pretty poor...ask for
his autograph next time...to the bathroom at
the Surfside for overflowing into the barroom
and making the place even more
malodorous...was bad enough without that
stench...tell Sepot to invest in a little plumbing
work...pool table needs a new cue ball too...to
Wilbur, for letting Mister Ed die...to the seniors
who didn't show up for 79 Nights...nerds...just
don't forget to show up for Commencement...to
the person who makes the academic schedules around here...shy not schedule Spring
Break and Easter Break back to back like last
year?...a single long break is better than two
shorter breaks...keep it in mind for next
year...Special Boo to whoever is backstabbing
Wheels...wrong guy to come dowin on, he's
alright and you know it...we know who you
are...

W
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The incident on the show on March 4th was
in poor taste and shouldn't have happened. But
to shut down the program is a serious violation
of student rights. This overreaction by the Administration to second hand news is hard to believe. If this is their course of action to a simple
lack of discretion that would be its response tc
scathing criticism directed at Student
Services?
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Opinion & Comment
Point of Information
By Kevin Lawlor and
Carmella Inneo
The excess verbiage surrounding the issue
of drinking and vandalism reflects the typical
approach here to many problems. Each sector
of the university concludes that the other two
don't know what's going on and takes upon
themselves to rid Fairfieid of this blight. Also, in
keeping with tradition, the popular belief is that
increased regulation and stricter supervision is
the answer.
We are so busy throwing around white and
black hats that we miss the point. The problem
to myy knowledge has yet to be defined. Is the
problem vandalism or drinking? Are the two interchangable or is drinking merely one element
in the rise of vandalism?
The time has come to stop trying to over
simplify a complex problem and accumulate
some information. Any resolution requires certain basic step's. First, and foremost defining
the problem. Secondly considering the alternatives. Thirdly, implementing the option
chosen and follow through on that option.
This problem can not be handled by one sec-

tor of the university for several reasons. It may
come as a shock to some, but students are not
the only sector suffering from incidents of
alchol misuse. If we're going to handle this
issue why not grasp it in it's entirety?
Statements of concern on the part of individuals are all well and good but they accomplish
little. On the other hand sweeping resolutions
and extended regulations are equally ineffective. A balanced and well-thought out response
by the university community to a pressing problem is necessary. Name calling, autonomy
and excess paternalism is counter productive.
I dare say the answer will not come easily
because the essence of the cure rests on
changing peoples attitudes. As long as becoming drunk, stoned, smashed, destroyed etc, is
the accepted thing to do the problem will remain.
There is a wealth of talent here at Fairfieid
that can be applied to the situation. We recommend the formation of a study-task group, not
merely to comment on the situation but to
make reliable and valid recommendations
which can do something.

BULLETS
By Sherwin "Woody" Collins
It's time once again to discuss the rise of
vandalism due to alcohol. Alcohol has been cited as the cause of all our ills by the most active and involved group on campus...the faculty.
The faculty in its infinite wisdom has decided
to stop being dormant (or maybe dead), put on
its white armor and "save" Fairfieid from selfdestruction. All it has to do is have the well-represented teacher populas vote on a few measures, say "curtail alcohol" and our problems
are solved.
Well, come down off your intellectual high
horse and face reality. The drinking is just a
sympton of a much deeper problem. And to
treat the'sympton without discussing or even
knowing the cause is just going to make the
disease worse. You say that if the alcohol is
"curtailed" the problem will be lessened. Well,
your Ph. Ds are showing. All that will cause is
more destruction.
Instead of treating the drinking as the cause
of the problems try to think of the other causes.
The other causes you ask. Well let's start
with the teachers. After having a Coleman or
Myers all week that could1 drive you to drink. If
you cleaned out some of those tenured teachers who can't teach then mgybe people
won't have to drink to forget the week.
Lack of responsibility on the part of everyone. The parents don't care, they'll pay whatever bills racked up. The spoiled kids don't
care. These are. problems that have to be dealt
with at home but treating the symptom isn't
solving the problem. Instead of coming out
against drinking come out against irresponsibility at home and work from there.
There is nothing in the way of academic activities outside the classroom. Except for the
College Bowl and the Arts Awards nothing has
been done by the faculty on a large scale to
have students try to achieve something here

besides just graduating. If you thought of ways
to have students get other interests, maybe all
that time away from class won't be spent on
getting blasted. Semesters abroad and few lectures shouldn't be the only things going on.
The repression of going here and living in the
dorms. Student Services has taken fair measures to stop the problems of dorm damage
and they have been trying to treat the students
like adults but they are failing. Instead of
shouldering all the responsibility they should
make the students more responsible for their
actions. Instead of having a rule for every little
thing like a water fight or quad fights, let the
things just pass as harmless (which they are
beginning to do). Instead of Student Services
taking all the action get the parents in on this.
Better the parents taking action then some reactionaries. Make dorm life a little less rigid. To
coin an old saying, "repression breeds unrest"
and to throw on more rules rather then take
them away makes things worse.
These are just a few of the real causes of the
problem. Drinking and damage are just symptons and should be treated as such. The call for
a clamp down or "curtailment" is very simplistic.
It is great to see that the faculty is alive after
all these years but where have you been? To
just walk up and say this and this is a mistake.
You don't live here and you don't stick around
after classes. So to run up here with all the solutions when you don't know the problems, and
for awhile didn't care, is showing that you have
a problem besides the one you created for the
students with your dormacy.
You're like an ostrich that has its head in the
sand and doesn't look out until it feels the problem can't be ignored any longer. When it does
decide to look out it is in the wrong direction.
Now that your head is out of the sand look in
the right direction. If you take a closer look at
the situation then maybe you will take a different view. Your proposals have a lot of problems

Right Train, Wrong Direction
by Bill Weisner
The 1978-79 school year will be remembered
for our attempts to remedy the great alcohol
abuse problem, and everyone is trying to hop
on the bandwagon. But unless this wagon
starts off in another direction soon, we will also
remember this year for our failure.
The University Council, the Faculty, the
Committee for Campus Life, and now even the
Connecticut State Legislature are formulating
proposals, resolutions, recommendations, suggestions, ad nauseam, to deal with the dilemma.
The tragic flaw of all these endeavors is that
everyone is trying to reach solutions and discover panaceas, but no one is searching for or
dealing with the cause.
The Connecticut State Legislature is toying
with possibly raising the legal drinking age
because of increased incidence of alcoholrelated traffic fatalities, vandalism, fighting,
and other problems. They are merely sidestepping the real issue, which is alcoholism
and alcohol abuse among people of all ages.
The colossal failure of the prohibition taught us
that you cannot solve this type of a problem
through regulation and restriction, but we
forget easily.
The action taken by the faculty was generally a weak one, but did have one meritorious
point. The third part of their proposal states:
"Those students suffering from alcohol abuse
should be directed into treatment programs as
a necessary prerequisite for continued membership in this academic community." While
the benefits to be obtained from such a program are questionable, and the stipulation that
it be a "prerequisite for continued membership" sever, the faculty deserves credit for at
least recognizing that counseling or education
is needed more thatn castigation and restraint.
The University Council, originators of the
proposal to make Regis and Campion co-ed,
have come up with more ideas concerning alcohol abuse and vandalism. Their latest resolutions, however, range from impractical to inane, and certain aspects are contrary to student rights.
The first resolution limits the proportion of
party expenditures than can be spent on alcoholic beverages at 60 per cent. Of the remaining 40 per cent, 30 percent of the money must
be spent on food and the remaining ten per
cent on nonalcoholic beverages such as coffee
and soda.
The logic behind this is good-the party will be
less centered around drinking; people who
have eaten will be better able to handle their liquor; there will be alternatives to turn to when
you have had enough to drink. But this measure will be not only unenforceable but also unworkable.
Distributing food at a party usually results in
and I don't think you have thought them
through. And 50 teachers isn't very reflective
of the views of all the teachers. Start again and
in a different way and maybe you can be taken
seriously. But don't wait until your shoes get
ruined by the spilled beer to take action. You
are part of the problem and when you realize
that then you can voice your views.
Bullseye- This campus is too small to have
everyone suffering from a persecution com-

a small amount of people taking a large amount
of food, and leads to a mess which must be
cleaned up the next day (on top of the normal
mess). Having 40 per cent less to spend on
drinks will inevitably lead to shortages, and parties tend to dwindle as the supply of liquor
does.
The second resolution provides for a weekly
release of all disciplinary acttions*taken by
Student Services, detailing the violations which
have occured and the sanctions imposed. The
names of the students involved would be withheld.
Dean Schimpf believes that this will act as a
deterrent. Students who are aware of the
penalties associated with certain actions will
think twice before performing these actions.
This resolution is an affront to students and a
disgrace to the University Council. First of all,
we must face up to the reality that this is a
small campus, and publishing reports such as
these would inevitably lead to a guessing
game, trying to figure out who was responsible
for this or that action. In fact, this is the foundation for the deterrent effect: it is not based on
making people aware of the consequences of
their actions, as the Council contends. If this
were so, simply publishing and posting the
University Rules and Regulations would be sufficient.
There is also the danger that the first few
students dealt with under this policy would
receive unusually harsh chastisement to serve
as a better model for deterrence.
Secondly, and more importantly, this resolution is in direct violation of student rights as
stated in the undergraduate student constitution. The student Declaration of Rights states:
"Information from disciplinary or counseling
files shall not be available to unauthorized persons on campus, without the expressed written
consent of the student involved, except under
legal compulsion."
Dean Schimpf stated that "It will have no effect, because no students names are being released, only offenses and the sanctions imposed. Therefore, no individual's rights are being
violated." This contention that no individual's
rights are being violated because names are
being withheld is absurd. The student Bill of
Rights explicity states that no information of
this sort will be released-it is not and cannot be
justified by the fact that names are being
withheld. The University Council is displaying a
complete disrespect of bothlndividual and collective student rights in their attempt to find
quick solutions to the alcohol problem.
The principal fault of all these recent proposals is that they have been looking for easy
solutions where none exist, and have not been
looking for the roots of the alcohol problem.
Remember, alcoholism is a sympton, not a
cause. The sooner we realize this, the sooner
we can hope to find an answer.
plex. If you can't take criticism or even a joke
then you don't belong here at Fairfieid or in a
position to run things and work with other people. Get the facts, then open your mouth. And if
you're wrong admit it. If you clean up your act
then you won't be so paranoid. Students, administrators and faculty need to work together,
not spend all day trying to give each other a
hardtime.
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Arts & Entertainment
The Beauty of
Poetic License
by Carl Gustafson
A poet is just another man until he
finds himself. A metaphor is just a
sentece until it is discovered. When a
poet and a metaphor come together
nothing can go wrong for there is
beauty to be found even when an
abstraction is formed. When Mark
Strand came to Fairfield's Oakroom
last Wednesday evening, the lighting
melted, the room was held in awe
and in his words..."in the mystery
and motion of the nighf'came beauty and experience.
Mark Strand had over 200 people
experience him, as a person and as
the expressed emotions that he
passed before our eyes. Poetry is not
always a living, but is usually a way
of life. A man writes a poem to express the unexpressable. The artist
is sharing himself with you, to bleed
before your eyes; to show you what
he can not tell you directly, and it is
up to us simply to experience and interpret, rather than to accept or condone. When Bob Dylan writes a
song, he lives in it. We can find "Bob
Dylan" if we sort through the words
and find the life blood that makes
Dylan move.
When Mark Strand gave his recitation we could find him; he moved us,
energized us, beat the exhausted us,
as we were draining the blood of life
from him. We were allowed to live
vicariously, if only for that brief

fleeting moment when he spoke. And
though his past might have been
black, cold, or desperate, he dragged us through it, and made us feel as
though we had just lived another
childhood. Did we want to? Maybe
not. But we were forced to.
After living the desperate and
moving life of Mark Strand, I went to
the Faculty Dining room, on Thursday to hear Mike Waters. Interesting
could not be a sufficient word for the
experience. His poetry was more. He
related those experiences that were
closer to home, and though his experiences might have been lived by
all of us, his poetry was everything
but common.
He wrote about his mother, a girl
he wished to know and one we all
know^Judy Garland. He likes Rock
and Roll and was first published in
Rolling Stones Magazine.But he had

lived his poetry. He worked and thrived and reremembered a terrible trip
to Dactar (a German prison camp),
and he lived his inspirations
"women, fear of death and childhood
memories." He was exposed for us
and lay, waiting to have his heart
picked at by a thoughtless critic or a
student evaluation. But what came
was approval, but he wasn't there
selling his books; and he wasn't
pushing his name; or begging for
compliments; he came and revealed
himself and all he could do after it

Mark Strand recites "A Eulogy to My Father" last Wednesday night in the Oak Room.
was over was to fade away for he
was extinguished.
The poets came and went. Even
Robert Penn Warren turned out to
hear Mark Strand. But they left more
with us than we had previously had.
And they lived through us, taking us
on an adventure that sometimes they
don't even understand, and brought
us to that spot in their heart or in
U.S. 1 & ROUTE 77
H76 POST ROAD. FAIRFIELD CENTER
their mind. We were in that abstracGUILF0RD. CONNECTICUT 453-4181
FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT 2594673
tion, in that area or emotion, in that
1006 BROAD STREET, DOWNTOWN BP
534 POST R0A0 795-4100
fear, in that helplessness, that feelBRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT 576-0513
W00LC0 SHOPPING CENTER. ORANGE.
ing that can't be felt; and left there,
G56 NEW HAVEN AVE (Route 34) 734-4664
1282 STATE STREET, CORNER AVENUE
alone with our emotions, and we livBRIDGEPORT. C0NNFT -"T <;7&O510
CALD0R SHOPPING CENTER, DERBY , CT
ed their lives and they lived in us, and
the poet and his interpreter were
'At The Post Road And Reef Road Crosswalk"
one...
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The Scenario Restaurant
Presents the Cabaret Players
by Eileen Bergin and Elisa Loprete
Are you tired of going to the same
old dorm parties? Is the Naut beginning to look a little too familiar? Does
your social life need some spicing
up? If so, we can provide the perfect
remedy to your social infirmity. As
close as the center of town, within
easy access of the shuttle, stands an
intimate cabaret theatre, a prime
source of high quality entertainment.
The Scenario Restaurant, located
on the Post Road, recently opened a
cabaret theatre above their dining
room and lounge. The theatre contains a single room furnished with
numerous small tables, providing a
seating capacity for approximately
fifty people. The service bar is
located in the rear of the room. A
raised stage is positioned at the opposite end. To the left of the stage is
the 'orchestra' consisting of a piano,
drums and a guitar. Currently playing
throughout the month of March are
two shows entitled "The Joint is
Jump-In" and "Skits and Pieces".
The performances are given each
week, Thursday through Saturday on
alternating nights.
Saturday March 10, The Cabaret
Players presented "The Joint is
Jump-In". The show was about an
hour and forty minutes in duration,
divided by a brief intermission. It was
comprised of a widely assort variety
of musical numbers and skits. The
Players integrated a blend of old and
new songs ranging from classics
such as "Don't Rain on my Parade"
and "Cabaret", to a medley of
Crosby Stills and Nash numbers and
Billy Joel's "Just the Way You Are."

MIR0 FARMS
Fresh Fruits &
Vegetables
Fresh Made Apple Cider
1900 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield

BARBER SERVILLE
Exclusive Consultants For
Your Hair Style Problems

1426 Post Rd. 259-3893

The stage was bare except for a
trunk, two stools and a coat rack on
which were hung a hat, coat, and
shopping bag. A few other props
were brief and randomly interspersed with the songs. One was an
original composition, the rest of the
material was borrowed from sources
such as Monty Python and Cheech
and Chong. These particular interpretations of the pieces were expectedly humorous.
The Cabaret Players are a four
member group of multi-talented performers. The troupe originated five
years ago at the University of
Bridgeport Carriage House Theatre.
Then an eight member company,
their number has dwindled to the current four, Paul Hatrick and Kelly Jo
Myers (of the original cast) and Miles
Wallace and Linda Juilfs (both recent
additions) Musical accompaniment
for the group is provided by pianist,
Tina Marie Lorosso, and drummer/guitarist, Bill Lampe. Paul contributes also with some guitar playing. Kelly Jo is solely responsible for
the choreography.

In both the skits and musical
numbers, the Cabaret Players perform in various combinations. At
times all participate jointly, while at
other times each has the opportunity
to perform solo. Their interaction
with one another, their fine acting
abilities and singing talents, their
abounding vitality, their unique interpretations and innovations, all
demonstrate the asounding versatility of this crew.
An evening with the Cabaret
Players at The Scenario is a most
entertaining and truly enjoyable experience. Their brand of entertainment is refreshingly different. Admission prices are $3.50 with the purchase of dinner (excellent food
reasonably priced); and $5.50 for the
show alone. Drinks are served.
"Skits and Pieces" is performed
Thursday nights at the special ticket
rate of "two for the price of one".
"The Joint is Jump-In' " is performed
on Friday and Saturday nights. Call
for reservations: 255-2641. At first
opportunity, pay them a visit! It'll be
a highlight on your social calendar.
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Mountaineering*^

METHODOLOGY
Mountaineering, as all but the chronically misinformed know, is the skill, the
science and the art of drinking Busch Beer. It begins by heading for the mountains
(i.e., a quick jaunt to your favorite package emporium or
wateringhole) and ends by downing the mountains (i.e.,
slow slaking swallows of the brew that is Busch).
SI However, between those two points lies a vast area
of personal peccadilloes sometimes called technique
and sometimes called methodology (depending on
your major). Hence, this ad. SI Sipping vs. chugging.
Both have their merits, of course. But generally speaking, except for cases of extreme thirst or a leaking
glass, sipping is the more prudent practice for serious,
sustained mountaineering. SI Next,/Sjv the proper posi' tion. Some
Sipping vs. chuggnT
swear by sit=3
wi.i ^y—J
ting; others by
^ standing. Suffice it to say that the most successful
mountaineers are flexible, so you'll find
both sitters and standers.
(Except on New Year's Eve,
when it's almost impossible
to find a sitter.) SI Which
brings us to additives. Occasionally a neophyte will
' sprinkle salt in his Busch;
others mix in tomato juice;
and a few on the radical
uncompromised
compromised
fringe will even add egg.
J
flg.3 zzx
While these manipulations
can't be prohibited (this is, after all, a free country), they are
frowned upon. Please be advised that purity is a virtue, and the
natural refreshment of Busch is best uncompromised.
SI Finally, there's the issue of containers. Good taste dictates a
glass be used. But bad planning sometimes prevents that. If you
find yourself forced to drink from the can, you should minimize
this breach of etiquette. Be formal. Simply let your little finger
stick out stiffly (see Fig. 4). Happy Mountaineering!

Don't just reach for a "beer.

BUSCH

Head for the mountains.
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How to Get the
Most Out of Vacation
By Karen Takach
This is a guide to help you get the
most out of your spring vacation,
which means rest, relaxation and enjoyment. If you're going to Florida or
some other tropical location you
won't really need this guide, for you'll
get the most out of your vacation
without even trying. But maybe you
could still use this for future
reference, when you have to spend
your vacation at home.
The first weekend is easy, since
you have St. Patrick's Day. Friday
night you could prepare for St.
Patty's by picking out which green
clothes you will wear, looking for
shamrocks, and choosing what local
Irish bar you will go to drink green
beer. On Saturday you put on the
green clothes and shamrocks, and
leave the house right after you wake
up, saying that you're going to a
parade, and then do whatever you
want to. That night you could go to a
bar and drink green beer until the
wee hours, or until you begin to see
little leprechauns under the barstools. Then on Sunday you have to
sleep late and recuperate, and then
read the Sunday paper. That wastes
that weekend.

Eschew Obfuscation;
By Andrew Masini
There I was sitting in front of my
typewriter with my foot in a pail of
mud wearing a three piece cellophane suit and waiting for inspiration to hit me when I was rewarded
for my patience, not to mention endurance (there's no heat in my room
and who knew where the mud had
been?), by a copy of my dorm councils guidelines that slipped under my
door. Suddenly, out of the chaos of
my thoughts was born a...a...a chaos
of thoughts! One gem:
1. If hosting a keg, you might
register it... Well now, let's register
those kegs, guys, but remember, you
can only host and not cohabitate with
your keg.
3. Failure to comply with this procedure will result in a $10.00 fine and
the privilege of having a keg will be
revoked.
Just goes to prove you can't have
your keg and tap it too, but just the
same, I'm going to try hiding an un
registered one from them in my
basement back home. In the meantime, quiet hours supposedly went into effect Feburary 25:
1. Dorm wide quiet hours are from
7:00 PM to 11:00 PM and midnight
on.
Imagine. A funeral pall descending
upon Regis at midnight Feb. 25 and
staying there...forever. Let me tell
you, 11:00 to 12:00 that night would
have been one hell of a happy hour.
3. If a student complains during
these hours, an RA will request that
the noise cease.
Now, what if my light bulb burns out
and I go to my RA to complain during
these hours. I'll be damned if (1) he
calls me a "noise" and (2) requests
me to cease.
5. Failure to comply with the council's request, you will be directed to
Student Services.
I won't even comment on the syntax
here,, but even if out of my ignornace
I did do whatever it is they are trying
to tell me not to, I could save them a
little trouble; I already know where
Student Services is.

We have
• SHEET MUSIC
• MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
• ACCESSORIES
255-2881
1863 Post Road Fairfield CT

We often hear about the breakdown in communications between
the students and the administration,
and, having just observed one of the
links between the two in action, we
can see just where the synapse
(roughly, a difference of about
$30,000 a year and 40 years between the two) is not being jumped
too smoothly. The root of the problem seems to be emedded in the
fact that what the students attend
and what the administration runs are
two different schools. The official
Fairfield University Cirriculum offers
Zoology, for example, but the premedders I've talked to are all taking
"Friggin Zoo". Likewise, Organic
Chram and Zoology with Jesuit Joe
does not appear in the catalogue.
I've heard some talk of a philosophy
course in the pre-Decartics with a
special emphasis on Anxieties who
came close to making the connection between thought and existence
but gave up philosophy for trade'
school, yet trying to find out more
about it leaves me befuddled as the
student who was commended for rolling his r's and aspirating his j's in
Spanish class, but was arrested for
rolling his j's and aspsirating his ah's
in the Stag'her.

Now, we might be able to cope
with on-campus conflicts, but what
about the interscholastic troubles
our inconsistencies eventually
cause? Early in the year, sim ultaneous discovery sparked an embittered battle between U of H and us
over the right to name our "Math
13A Rule". As a result, our math
department has stepped up its campaign to patent all third derivatives.
This movement has most recently
run into trouble with second year
calculus students from other schools
who have antidifferentiated from the
fourth derivative and beyond and
who are now laying claim to all existing lines of antiderivatives. Of
course this radical group will probably have to have its activities
regulated by law because of its
tendency to antidifferentiate into the
Twilight Zone. At the present, the
University foots the bill for bringing
them back through implicit differentiation and cleaning up Regis afterward.
And the administration wonders
what the problem is! As one
Sophomore put it, "what a bust."

More subtle tactics are needed for
the rest of the week. Try to stay out
fairly late each night, so that you
have an excuse to sleep until noontime. They you could eat brunch, and
then of course you have to catch up
on your favorite soap opera/game
show/talk show that you never get to
see while you're at school. Then you
can eat supper and go out, and that
takes care of the day.
If anyone, like a parent, asks you
to do some housework or run any errands, the proper response is "Gee, I
had to slave at school for months,
and I will have to for months after

And our great
bargain price is still
f the same as before.
Just $299 roundtrip
from New York to Luxf embourg, $149.50 one
way. Price includes an
excellent dinner, free wine
and cognac. No restrictions.
Tickets can be purchased
anywhere in the U.S.A. and
111111*^^ are good for a
§ full year. DC-10
flights leave and
return five times
weekly.
Prices are
subject to change
after May 14,1979. Add
$12.50 surcharge each way on
travel between April 5 and
April 27.

™HAPPY ST. PATRICK'S DAY
WE HAVE A FULL LINE OF IRISH WHISKIES

STOP IN FOR OUR
IRISH WHISKEY SPECIALS
REG

SALE

TULLAM0RE DEW

Fifth
$
8.37

JAMESONS
IRISH WHISKEY

Qt
$10.99

$

Fifth
$8.99

$

Qt
10.46

WE ALSO STOCK SMALLER SIZES

♦

WE NOW HAVE GENESEE CREAM ALE
• STOP IN & RECEIVE OUR
LIQUOR BARRELL OFFICIAL
SUPER-SAVER PRICE LIST

These hints should help you to
spend your vacation the way that you
want to, which is lazing around. You
deserve a rest, and even parents
shouldn't stand in your way. Stand up
(lie down?) for your right to do
nothing next week!

Introducing Wide-Body DC-10 Service
to the Heart of Europe.»299 Roundtrip.

FAIRFIELD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC WINES
FREE DELIVERY-259-1764
- *■-*■
^
1434 POST ROAD-FAIRFIELD, CONN. 06430
0 &

Liter Fifth
Liter
$11.15 $8.67 *10.31

And if an emergency situation
should arise, like your parents telling
you that you have to come with them
to visit your Auntie Clara who you
haven't seen since Christmas, and
they refuse to be put off by old excuses, Then you have the outlet of
saying that you have to go visit your
friend so-and-so whom you haven't
seen in just as long, and you've
already made plans with him (for
good measure you could tell them
that he's in the hospital). Then you
could spend the night actually
visiting so-and-so, or go to the hot
spot in town; even if the hot spot is a
Howard Johnson's its better than
Auntie Clara's. Unfortunately, this
excuse will only work once per vacation, so it should be saved for desperate situations.

Icelandic's
Big Bargain to Europe
Just Got Bigger.

iquor Barrel

JUST A FEW:

this. Can't I have a little rest while I'm
home?" This should cause the
appropriate feeling of guilt in the
parent. If not, more drastic measures
are needed. Plead mounds of homework and research papers, and lock
yourself in your room, putting "Do
Not Disturb" signs on your door.
Then spend your time in there listening to your radio, stereo or T.V. with
earphones, and catch up on your favorite trashy magazines or books. Or
if you're really getting bugged, you
could say you're going to the library,
and then go wherever you want to.
Another good way hot Jq have
anyone bother you is to start a long
term project, which wilfat least take
you the entire week, like a 1000 pc.
jigsaw puzzle, or a book the size of
"Gone with the Wind" or "War and
Peace".

■*■

^^^smk

JMIitiftHTIlff'iMirrftiii tl

Fifth
8.46
I

For more information see your travel agent. Or write Dept.
#
Icelandic Airlines, P.O. Box 105, West Hempstead, NY
11552. In New York City, call 757-8585 or call toll free in New
York State (800) 442-5910; elsewhere, (800) 223-5080.
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Job Guide for Summer 79
from Writer's Digest Books
Looking for a summer job? While
there are more summer jobs this
ye,ar, even more people are looking
for jobs according to Barbara
O'Brien, editor of the 1979 Summer
Employment Directory of the United
States (Writer's Digest Books; paperback, $5.95).
Getting a summer job often
depends on learning the special
things summer employers look for in
a job candidate, O'Brien says.
"You're in a better competitive position for a summer job if you know in
advance what your interviewer
wants to hear, or what an employer
would like to read in a letter of application." She compiled the following list while surveying the
employers who seek summer
workers through the 1979 Summer
Employment Directory of the United
States.

Like It Is:
by Frank Malinconico
Are you badly out of shape? Do
you feel like you need oxygen after
climbing three flights of steps? Do
you feel faiol or dizzy after running
cross-campus to Xavier?
Well your worries are over. That's
right, for a limited time only you can
run, lift, swim, and paddle your way
back into shape at the Fairfield

1. Summer camps, for example,
want people with leadership personalities. Be attentive in a personal
interview. Show energy and enthusiasm. Asking questions shows
you're interested.
2. Places like dude ranches and
national parks hire people who look
and act healthy. Be careful about
your appearance in a personal interview. Stand up straight, sit up
straight and don't slouch.
3. When you apply for a summer
job by mail, watch your presentation,
not only appearance (of course, you
should type neatly) but also content.
Don't say, "I want to spend the summer in Maine." The employer will
think you care more about the
scenery than about his summer
theater.
4. When you get an application
blank in the mail from an employer,
respond immediately, and fill out the
form completely. Employees are
Health Spa. Why not soothe overworked brain cells in the comfort of
Special Saunas. Or lounge in the
tropical climate of our heated pools.
Our expert instructors will be on
hand to revive you, just in case you
suffer anemia or coronary thrombosis after a grueling tennis game.
Join the hundreds who have abandonned the world of exams, broken
calculators and chemical formulas,
and entered into the luxurious world
of the Fairfield Spa.
You don't have to be a super

ITALIAN PASTRIES

Wedding Cake
For That Once in A Lifetime
Choose From
A Beautiful
Display In
Our Exclusive

WEDDING
CAKE
SHOWROOM
APPOINTMENTS
APPRECIATED

looking for people who get the job
done fast and thoroughly.
5. Don't apply for a job if you can't
stay for the whole season.
Employers expect you to keep your
contract commitments. Many
employers will pay you a bonus on
your base pay throughout the summer only if you stay past Labor Day.
If your school starts before Labor
Day, maybe you should talk to the
administration about the problems
that creates for you and for
everybody else who wants a summer
job. Or you could investigate late
registration.
6. If you have good speech and
communication skills and an outgoing personality, you'll have a better
chance in a summer job interview.
An articulate person has a definte
edge over someone who's more
reserved and shy.
7. If you want a high-paying position in an expensive resort, you must
bring some professionalism to the
job. That means experience in a
similar job and it also means a professional attitude. Professionals
athlete to enjoy the luxury of the Spa.
Whether you're a retired high school
star or a weekend champion, the Spa
has everything you need. Just listen
to what some of our members have
to say:
"When I first came to Fairfield I
couldn't lift myself out of bed. But
since I've joined the Fairfield Health
Spa, I'm a new person. I'm up at 7:00
every morning and after a quick
shower, I head for the Spa. I run two
miles, swim fifteen laps and lift
weights until lunchtime. At noon,
after a quick nap, I'm back at the Spa
for tennis, hoops, and a sauna until,
dinner. After another quick shower,
I'm ready for bed." Many members
admit that since they gave up the
academic life, they have felt refreshed and look forward to their workouts
at the Spa: "I never realized how
much of a strain those books really
were. Before I joined the Spa I used
to miss meals to catch classes. Now
I plan everything around my visits to
the Spa. I haven't missed a meat yet.
And I've saved a fortune not buying
books."
Our directors warn against over
exertion however. It seems the
greatest number of injuries occur in
the weight room: "People think that
they can just walk in and lift for
hours. That's dangerous. We had
one guy lifting and then he jumped in
the pool. The poor guy went right to
the bottom and stayed there." The
racquetball players are really crazy.
You'd think they, were playing Jai-Alai
instead of a friendly game. When
they jump in the sauna after, it's all
over for them. One guy fell asleep in
Continued on Page 3

Italian Continental Mini-Pastries
"All Baking Done on Premises
4090 No. Main St., Bpt.
Open 7 Days
Tel. 374-4225 374-9281
Til S P.M.

INSTANT
■I.D. PHOTOS
FOR STUDENTS
Black & White Chemicals
FAIRVIEW CAMERA SHOP
2189 Black Rock Tpke
334-5123
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who already knows all he ever wants
to know about horses, might get into
being an office temp in Trenton, New
Jersey."
O'Brien thinks that her own position as editor of the 1979 Summer
Employment Directory of the United
States is possibly one of the most interesting jobs around. "Every year,
I'll contact 30,000 employers across
the United States to update the Summer Employment Directory. You talk
to some really wonderful people doing that, and mostly you hear about
good relationships that develop.
Some employees come back to work
in the same summer job all through
high school and college. Some eventually go into their summer line as a
profession after they finish school."
The 1979 Summer Employment
Directory of the U.S. (Paperback/208
pages) is published by Writer's
Digest Books, 9933 Alliance Road,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242. It can be purchased at most bookstores, or
ordered from the publisher at $5.95
plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

don't just work from 9 to 5 o'clock,
and they don't have to be told what
to do; they show initiative and imagination on their own.
8. Summer camp managers obviously look for people who like kids
and relate to the needs of children.
But they also look for people with
altruistic values who want to help
others. If you can document that attitude on a resume, do so.
9. Think of yourself as a product.
What can you do? Who could use
your skills, your experience (babysitting, newspaper routes, work on
school papers, school plays, church
work) and your enthusiasm. Package
yourself appropriately, with a wellwritten resume, and market yourself
systematically.
O'Brien says that the most exciting summer job in the 1979 Summer Employment Directory of the U.S.
"Depends on where you come from.
Somebody from Trenton, New
Jersey, might think that a summer as
a horse wrangler at Bill Cody's
Ranch Inn in Wyoming is really great.
But somebody from Cody, Wyoming,

Cocktailed
The Labors of Latex Checks;
by Paul X. Tavino
Mr. William "Red-Man" Rynn and I
stepped out for a cocktail from our
Bridgeport apartment on Thursday
evening last summer. The teeming
city was stifling hot and we sought a
cool watering hole in which to
quench our thirsts.
We returned from New Hampshire
four days later and two hundred
dollars poorer.
They Mysteries of a college
students finances are enough to
drive a CPA to an early grave. In a fit
of efficiency, Spaceman, an accounting major at the time, attempted to
balance one of my more infamous
checking accounts. He fainted
halfway through the previous year,
slumped over the figure; Negative
$327.42. He is now in therapy in
Hoboken, N.J.
This is not to say that this sort of
money comes easily to myself of any
other university student. Hburs are
spent wrangling for credit, covering
bad checks with bad checks, and obtaining long-term, low interest loans
of a fairly permanent nature from
friends and relatives. I once earned a
months rent by tutoring "Creative
Check Bouncing" for the Mechanics
and Plumbers Savings Bank., The
soundest rule to follow is: "Always
leave them laughing." There is a lot
of work involved in basic financial
survival in our modern world of inflation, especially when that world
deems it popular for college students
to be bankrupt.
Part of the reason students spend
so much more than they make is to
rebel against the University itself.
Take Fairfield for example. Fr. Fitzgerald's monetary policies are of
excruiciating tightness in character.
I perceive the University Accoun-

tants to have eyes which bulge out
like a constipated guppy's. Where
else would the landlord charge you
extra to unlock your door in the event
of misplaced keys? Where else
would you pay for a "Health Spa"
that is not fully finished, halfway
through the contract year? Here.
Students are charged not only to illegally park their cars, but to park
them period. Necessary indentification has to be paid for. Would Diners
Club charge you extra for temporary
card? Everywhere you look, you find
fees, fees, fees.
In order to balance this, the student lives far from frugally. Along
with a hand-to-mouth-and-brain
lifestyle, there goes a frame of mind
that no bachelor's degree will" ever
include in its wisdom. An animalistic
sense of survival, a keen wit that
enables one to laugh at adversity,
not just financial, is gained. If I had
always been as well off as I am now,
(I have a steady part-time job) I would
not know the joys of taking a risk and
losing. The art of fly now, pay later
does not concern only major credit
cards. I came here with nothing. I will
leave here with less. I will have learned a great deal more than to appreciate art. I will want to do more
than survive, just so I can live differently.
I am worried that this apparently
carefree existence will soon die at
Fairfield. This Freshman class is purported to come from the highest income bracket in the school's history,
and perhaps it shows. The new attitudes popping up are as
loathesome and dead as America's
upper middle class itself.
Cardinal Richelieu once said; "If
the poor are too well off, they will be
disorderly." This sadly seems true.

20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
WITH THIS COUPON

Largest Selection of Clogs in Connecticut in both
Suede and Leather
Also featuring Frye boots and bags
991 Post Road East
Westport 226-9031
(opposite Burger King)

26 Danbury Rd. (Rt. 7)
Wilton, Conn.
(Next to Friendlys)

1088 Orange Ave. (Rt. 1)
West Haven, Conn.
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Athlete of the
Week

Head for the
mountains

By Chris Byrd

HOFFMAN

Sun Valley: Still a Skier's Dream Come True
There is one ski resort in the
United States that compares to no
other. Its setting is Ketchum, Idaho's
towering Bald Mountain a peak renowned for its deep, glistening powder. With a mind to preserve the natural beauty of the environs, the
area's developers were nevertheless
determined to turn the lushly-forested chunk of mountain terrain into the
premier ski experience. And they
succeeded. The result of their labors
is a. Shangri-La aptly named Sun
Valley.
The legend began back in 1936
when Averill Harriman of the Union
Pacific railroad saw potential in Old
Baldy (as it was know by miners and
sheepherders) and the land surrounding it. Harriman had the area scouted and developed and when the village of Sun Valley had been created,
he hired press agent deluxe Steve
Hannagan, the man credited with
popularizing Miami Beach, to give
the Valley some pizazz. Apparently,
Hannagan did his Job well.
Throughout the 30s and 40s, frequented by luminaries of the silver
screen and Olympians (remember
Sonja Henie in Sun Valley
Serenade?), Sun Vally was the
glamorous winter destination.
Skiing on Old Baldy began rather
crudely in those days, with one
craggy downhill run eventually ser-

Busse Resigns
Continued from Page 1
what to do concerning the show. He
mentioned cancelling the show;
however, I told him to draw up a list
of proposals, and submit them to the
Board of Directors who planned to
have an emergency meeting, concerning the Full House extravaganza,
Thursday March eighth." At Thursday's meeting, Samway pointed out
that Bello's proposals ran as follows:
1) Start taping the show in the event
that this type of occurrence ever
happens in the future.
2) Bello would screen all guests prior
to their going on the show.
3) Limit number of guests in the
studio during show.
4) Must have a producer to take care
of the technical work (seven second
delay) during the show.
Samway also pointed out that Bello
said that Beusse ws confused as to
his future relationship with the station. "Brian was not sure whether he
should resign or not resign," noted
Bello. He continued that when he
suggested Beusse's resignation, the
Board suggested that if Beusse were
to resign they would accept the
notice. Samway noted that had
Beusse refused to resign the board
would have insisted upon his resignation. She stated that, "Brian's show
was an asset to the University, and
that he (Beusse) had apologized for
the station to all those mentioned
during the show which initiated his
resignation.

viced by a single chairlift. A few more
runs and lifts were added, but it
wasn't until Bill Janss took over
mountain operations in 1964 that
Baldy gained prominence as a
skier's paradise. Under Janss'
careful supervision, a multi-million
dollar construction program was
undertaken, expanding the trail
system to 53, served by 13 lifts. Two
of those lifts, triple chairs, were completed this season, and now the
mountain has a respectable uphill
capacity of 17,804 skiers per hour.
But the fun in skiing isn't going up
the mountain, it's going down it. At
Baldy, with it's 3,330 ft. vertical drop,
the downhill experience is tantalyzing and unforgettable. It ranges from
unrelenting mogul fields and breathtakingly steep decents to smooth,
easy-going expanses perfect for the
intermediate. Sun Valley hasn't
forgotten the beginner skier either.
There's a whole mountain set aside
for them—Dollar. A 628 ft. vertical
drop criss-crossed with 13 runs, it's
an excellent place to try the sport for
the first time. Experts ski it too—to
get in some practice before facing
Baldy's challenge. Dollar Mountain is
also the domain of the Sun Valley Ski
School. Their top-notch staff of 180,
led by super-skier Rainer Kolb,
teaches modified GLM (graduated
length method—shorter skis to

But she added that, "Brian was
responsible for all that was mentioned on the air regardless of who said
it."
Beusse's resignation speech
lasted about ten minutes on WVOF.
The text of the speech was aided by
a letter from Tavino in which he
apologized to Beusse for any problems he may have caused. Tavino
also noted that''the vocal minority of
the University had chastised
Beusse." He continued that these
"spineless and gutless characters"
are setting their goals to curtail an
active student voice on campus.
In Beusse's actual letter of
resignation, he apologized for the
prior week's show. He acknowledged the fact that there was drinking in
the station during the show. Beusse
stated that "the phone calls did not
start here (VOF)," but that still it was
his fault for what had occurred. He
added that it is impossible to run a
show like Full House without a lot of
humor. During the text of his speech
Beusse pointed out that his show
was a major improvement over Radio
Anarchy, a show developed by Ed
Coyne, and Burt Kearns which really
had no "seriousness to it at all."
Finally, Beusse expressed hope that
the University populace would support Jack Bello in his talk show which
will be aired the first Sunday night
back from spring break.
Bob Cuzzi, a member of the Board
of Directors, felt that it was essential
for Beusse to resign, said Ms. Samway. She continued that his resigna-

longer ones as ability increases).
They assure even the most nervous
first-timer that skiing parrell is only a
week away.
But skiing is only part of the Sun
Valley experience. There are three
regulation size ice rinks for carving
graceful camels and axles, the tennis courts, the horseback riding and
rifle ranges. Forty restaurants and
thirty bars will surely keep anyone
from hunger or thirst. After a stimulating day on the slopes, you might
want to catch a film, take a quiet
sleigh ride through the woods, or unwind in one of two glassed-in hot
pools, There are activities and
amusements to satisfy even the
most discriminating vacationer.
Think you have to sell your soul for
a ski holiday like this? Well, if you
watch your dollars carefully, it can
be suprisingly affordable. The
resort's packages include seven
nights accommodations, six days
use of lifts and start at $252. for an
extra $59.00, you'll receive twenty
hours of ski instruction. From Boston, most airlines service the
"gateway" cities of Twin Falls and
Boise, Idaho, and Salt Lake City,
Utah. United features a super-saver
fare to Salt Lake—$239 round-trip
mid-week (Monday through Thursday) and $279 round-trip for departures on the weekend. Flights must
be booked and paid for thirty days in
advance. Once In Salt Lake, the most
direct way to Sun Valley is by highway (the Salt Lake City airport is
served by National, Hertz, and Avis).
Even more economical are the
packages offered by WIST Ski Tours
(2460 Lemoine Avenue, Fort Lee,
New Jersey 07024). They offer accommodations for seven nights at
the Elkhorn Inn or Elkhorn Village
Condominiums plus hotel taxes, six
days of lift tickets, round-trip
transfers from airport to resort, and
all scheduled events for as little as
$220. Charter departures from
March 17, and 23 ($239), and New
York on March 16 and 24
($239-$254).
Perhaps the one ski area in this
part of the world known by skeirs and
non-skiers alike, Sun Valley's fame is
richly deserved. You owe it to yourself to try it.
tion would be a deterrent from this
sort of thing ever happing again.
Beusser said the he would like to
take on a music show for the remainder of the semester. This event
remains to be seen. Ms. Samway
noted that Brian's resignation will
most likely keep him off the air for
the remainder of the semester.

TAKING THE
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Join thousands of
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Review Seminars
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DETAILS AND LOCAL
SCHEDULE INFORMATION:

1-800-922-4635 Ext 761

Dailey's
Flower Shop
2151 Black Rock Tpke
Next To The
Angus Steak House
Ed and Tim Dailey

336-1895

During this past year, he was as
Station Manager at WVOF the captain of the ship, the leader of VOF.
Friday, Brian Beusse had a chance
to prove it on the basketball court,
and prove it he did. His zone busting
bombs keyed a 58-40 victory for the
broadcasters of VOF over the valiant
journalists of The Mirror. His play has
made him "Athlete of the Week." On
the night he scored 15 points.
A starter on his high school team,
the ever tactful Beusse praised this
column rather than his playing ability
saying, "It's a good little column. At
lest, it gives those who don't play a
varsity sport a chance to be recognized.
Whoever came up with the idea, I
feel had a good idea."
Asked why WVOF won the media
battle so easily, he responded, "I

think we had more depth than the
Mirror. Doc (Dougherty) was trying to
shuffle 15 Or 16 kids and that's hard
to do. We stuck basically with 12."
He continued, "I think if it was our
top 7 versus their top 7, it would have
been a different story, a much closer
game." But he added, "We still
would have won."
As a final note on the honor, the
bearded Beusse commented, "I
would like to share the honor with the
best jump shooter on the Mirror. Kim
Plumer, who left Jack Bello flatfooted."
One would have to consider that a
sportsmanlike gesture on Beusse's
part, but let this reporter remind Mr.
Buesse that he issued a challenge to
the Mirror in Softball. When the diamondmen of the Mirror start swinging
that heavy lumber, Beusse's noble
gestures may become base ones
very quickly.

Brian Beusse, shown here behind WVOF microphone, used his
basketball talents in VOF-Mirror game to become "Athlete of the Week".

Alcohol Abuse
Continued from Page 2
The committee met on Tuesday,
March 13, to draft statements from
each of four task forces. These
statements will go to committee immediately after Spring Break. The
task forces are involved in four
aspects of improving campus life:
1) Discipline and school policy-this
group will compare Fairfield's regulations with other similar universities
and draft proposals for change.
2) Dorm councils and housemastersthe role of these people in improving

the atmosphere and life of the dorms
is being studied.
3) Consciousness raising-to develop
activities which will keep responses
coming from each segment of the
university.
4) F.U.S.A. and the legislaturesuggestions for how the student
government can aid the Committee
and help promote their programs.
Among the concrete activities of
the Committee are a drive to clean
the campus on Saturday after Friday
night parties. Fr. Carrier saw this activity as a statement by the students
that, "We care about where we live
and want to keep it clean.'
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Hall Resigns: Football Club Hunts for Successor
By Patrick Reap
In a somewhat unexpected development, Fairfieid football club head
coach Ed Hall resigned recently. Hall
was unavailable for comment, but his
resignation came after an emotional
meeting with club president Sherwin
Collins and other members of the
football club. The meeting was held
to question Hall about some of the
problems the club encountered last
fall, after a 3-5 season. Hall coached
football for four years here, compiling a 9-20 record.
Hall attended the meeting unsure
of his future at Fairfieid. After severe
questioning from members of the
club, notably defensive tackle Tony
Ponte, Hall delivered his resignation.
Asked for the reason behinds Hall's
resignation, President Collins stated,
"I don't believe he felt he had
enough support from members on
the team to continue coaching. If he
hadn't resigned, I think he would
have been rehired.
Hall came into the football program in 1975, with Father Victor
Leeber, S.J. the new moderator. The

program was suffering from lack of
interest and extreme money worries.
"Hall definately put the program
back on its feet", explained Collins.
"He created interest and eased our
financial troubles, but the problem
was we still weren't winning our
games."
The main problem bothering the
players was disorganized practices
and a lack of discipline.
"I feel the program has come as
far as it could under Hall, and it probably was time to make a change",
said Collins.
Hall presumably will remain in
coaching, with six winning seasons
at Norwalk community college to his
credit before coming to Fairfieid. For
Fairfield's club, the selection process to find a new coach will begin
this week. The selection committee
consists of: Collins, seniors Mike Fitzgerald, Jim Anderson, Rob Robinson, Bob Stall, the club business
manager, 75 graduates "Woody"
Burns and Bob Haller or Tom McArthy. They hope to find a new coach
by April 30.

This is one photo that won't occur again. Three of the four men probably won't be returning to coach the
Football Club, as only Randy Cappola (right) seems to be returning. From left to right are: Asst. Coach Tom
McCarthy, Asst. Coach Lou Andre, the resigned Head Coach Ed Hall, and Cappola.

Southern Trip One Day Away:

Baseball Team Set for Opener
By Patrick Reap and
Richard Pratt
The "Dog Days" have ended for
the Fairfieid University baseball
team. The Stags fly to Atlanta tomorrow to open the 1979 schedule on
Sunday against Georgia Tech. Led
by Head Coach C. Donald Cook and
Assistant Coach John Slosar, the
players are very anxious to get the
season underway. Optimism prevails
on this team, which boasts fourteen
returnees from last year's team
which finished third in New England
in Division I. "My outlook is very
positive." commented Coach Cook.

"As long as we avoid injuries, we
should be right in the New England
race this season." The top competitors for the four- New England
Tournament spots along with Fairfield, look to be Maine, Holy Cross,
Massachusetts, and Connecticut, all
of whom the Stags encounter during
regular season play.
The strengths of this F.U. team appear to be depth and team speed.
"We have great depth in pitching and
throughout the roster," remarked
Coach Cook, "in that we have
several players with the ability to
play many positions well. Also, our
overall team speed is excellent."

FAIRFIELD PRINTING CENTER

—RESUMES—
Our Specialty

• Same Day Service •
1191 Post Road • Fairfieid

The twenty-two man roster of the
F.U. baseball team sports much
talent and several professional prospects. Tri-captains Bill Barnes (right
field), Bill Wilson (first base), and
Brendan Vane (third base) provide
the team with sound leadership and
plenty of talent. Vane led last year's
club in hitting while Barnes finished
second in the nation in stolen bases.
Wilson swung a very strong bat and
was considered the top glove man at
his position in New England.
Other top returnees include infielder-pitcher Mike Beaudoin and infielder Cedrick Warner, two of the
players Coach Cook feels can play
virtually any position, catcher Dan
Kearns, and outfielders Steve Tutuny
and Sean Brophy. All of these
players had fine seasons last year
and will be very instrumental in the
success of this year's team. In support of Kearns, the Stags have two
top flight backstops in Mark Watson
and Pete Ciaradiello.
Newcomers include infielders
Fred Dana, Tom Ford, Joe DeVellis
and Al Zappala land outfielderpitcher Dave Rosenfeld.

Stags' Billy Wilson stretches for throw in action last Spring. The tricaptain from Yonkers, N.Y. has a lot of optimism for the coming season,
and looks for the team to make it to the playoffs again this year.
(Photo by Mark Hudak)
Taylor.
The pitching staff is led by workhorse Keefe Cato, whose seven wins
The Fairfieid Stags have the talent
last year set a Fairfieid record, and
and desire to win this year. If the
Joe Cizynski, last year's E.R.A.
team overcomes its tough road
leader. Heavy reliance will also fall
schedule and avoids the misfortunes
on Larry Bossidy and Ron Throupe
which sometimes accompany any
with support from Freshmen Jim
baseball team, post season play is
Kenning, Rich Pratt, and Kevin
definately in sight.

259-6888
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A career in law—
without law school.

Baseball Schedule
March
19-24

After just three months of study at The Institute for
Paralegal Training in exciting Philadelphia, you can have a
stimulating and rewarding career in law or business —
without law school.

Southern Trip
A
Georgia Tech, Mercer
Auburn, Columbus
28
Seton Hall
A
30-31
EASTERN CONN
A
TOURNEY

As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing many of
the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys. And at
The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of
seven different areas of law to study. Upon completion of
your training, The Institute's unique Placement Service will
find you a responsible and challenging job in a law firm,
bank or corporation in the city of your choice.
The Institute for Paralegal Training is the nation's first
and most respected school for paralegal training. Since
1970, we've placed over 2,500 graduates in over 85 cities
nationwide.
If you're a senior of high academic standing and looking
for an above average career, contact your Placement
Office for an interview with our representative.
We will visit your campus on:

Thursday, March 29

Tri-captain Brendan Vane looks
serious here, but he's usually only
a serious man after he hears the
umpire yell "Play Ball". The senior
from Stamford, Conn, will again
patrol third this season, and will
be relied on to drive in the bulk of
the Stag runs.
(Photo by Bob Torrello)

April
3
4
7
8
9
12
13
16
17
18

"/ HAVE CALLED YOU BY YOUR NAME"
BROTHERS OF HOLY CROSS

The
Institute
for
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Training

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215)732-6600

Approved by the American Bar Association.
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New Haven
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April (cont'd)
20
SCSC
22
UConn
23
Yale
24
Army
25
Bridgeport
27
Holy Cross
28
Boston College
29
Canisius

A
A
A
A
H
A
A
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May
1
2
4
5
7
9
18-20

A
A
A
A
H
H
A

Quinnipiac
URI
Maine
North Eastern
UConn
Brown
ECAC .Playoffs
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Ruggers Off to Fine Start: Win Two of Three
By Mark llaria and
Steve Motta
The coming of spring means Rugby to a lot of Red Rugger fans, and
Fairfield took on their first opponent,
lona College, last Saturday at home.
After a tough week of practicing the
team felt ready to start the season
and improve their overall record. I
asked the President of the club, Artie
McCoy about last semester's losses
and he explained, "We've had attitude problems in the past, and this
semester I think we've rolled them
out. There is no reason why we can't
have a winning season."
Fairfield's A squad started the action in the rain, with the field being in
terrible condition. This made it very
difficult to make good passes, and
running was treacherous.
What seem to be an easy win for
Fairfield turned out to be disaster.
Fairfield had control of the ball for at
least 90% of the game, but lost 10-8
with the backfield (who had an outstanding game overall) being caught
off guard twice.
The game started off very physically, with fists flying and fights
breaking out, but things began to
cool down as the game got rolling.
About halfway through the period,
the A squad marched downfield on a
smart passing play by Blair Decker
and Jimbo Wehr. The team turned
this into a score with Tom Quigley
picking up a blocked kick to put Fairfield on top 4-0. Minutes later a good
punt and some outstanding running
by senior center Bob Ehlers, again
put Fairfield on the board, as Ehlers
dodged three lona defenders to
make the score 8-0 Fairfield.
For the rest of the half, Fairfield
dominated control of the ball, with
lona crossing the midfield line only
three times. This was due mainly to

Rick Flynn, playing wing forward, tries to allude an lona rugger in action last Saturday. The Fairfield ruggers A
Team lost their first of the season 10-8, on an lona try within the last minute of play.
(Photo by Bob Torrello)
the efforts of fullback Brian Flynn,
have no trouble making their two
Soon after Jim Langley's knock-on
whose quick punts did not give lona a
point lead hold up. Then the nightattempt for a try failed (which rechance to get to the ball. Bob Fermare happened. With less than two
sulted in the first face full of mud for
guson's fine prop play also helped to
minutes to play, the A squad
the day in the small lake in the North
hold lona scoreless.
backfield was caught flatfooted and
endzone), Dave Buffone batted down
In the second half, a missed pass
lona cruised in for an easy score,
and endzone kick, caught it, and prodeep in Fairfield territory enabled
making the final 10-8 lona.
mptly ran it in for the try. The extra
lona to pickup up an easy score half
Things went much better in the B
point left the score 6-0, Stags.
way through the period. The kick
game, as a tough "D" combined with
The Gaels had a good chance at a
after was good and the score now
some nifty backfield running helped
try quickly after that, however an efFairfield to a cool 10-0 win. The B
stood 8-6. Fairfield again dominated
fective lineout by Frank Festa took
ruggers seemed too quick and
control of the ball, and lona was
Fairfield out of trouble. The first half
strong for the Gaels, and it didn't
visibly tired. On five separate occaended with the Stags clinging to a 6-0
take too long for those assets to put
sions the A team came close to scorlead.
some points on the board.
ing and it appeared Fairfield would
Fairfield's next score came fairly

early in the second half, as the power
backs, (Dave Buffone and Mike
Crowley) forced much of the action
to take place deep in lona territory. A
Fairfield scrum down one yard away
from the goal made it easy pickings
for Junior Kevin Cochrane, who
touched it down for a 10-0 margin.
Scrum half Kevin Donovan commented on the fine backfield play,
saying, "The key to the game was
the running of our backs, upfield.
Crowley and Buff really took it to
them. We were clearly the superior
team."
The 'superior' team almost lost its
chance for a shutout when fullback
Rod Joyce found himself in trouble
deep in Fairfield territory with six purple and yellow jerseys ready to converge. Joyce was able to boot the
ball out of trouble, and the shutout
was preserved.
In the C game, the Fairfield Ruggers easly handled an inexperienced
Litchfield squad 8-0: Bob Heller
opened the scoring with a dive for
the goal, but the big play in the game
came later in the second half. With
the score 4-0 Fairfield, both teams
were lining up for a scrum-down, only
one yard from a Fairfield try. Pete
Viola, playing in the wing position, informed a few players from Litchfield
that they were "supposed" to line up
several yards to the right. Not know
the game fully, the 'green' players
obliged, and 'Sneaky Pete' dropped it
over the line for the embarrassing
try. Said Viola, "I knew that they
would fall for it. I'll have to try that
one again sometime."
The Ruggers have some time off
before playing again, as the next
scheduled contest isn't until March
31. Maybe the A team can learn from
Mr. Viola, and steal a few victories
that way.
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DeSantis, Young
to Play Sunday

4J

Fullback Brian Flynn hauls in a
boot and prepares to run it upfield.
"Flynny" played an all-around
excellent game on Saturday, and
stunned the crowd with his fancy
footwork. (Photo by Steve Motta)

By Patrick T. Reap
Joey DeSantis and Mark Young
just had their basketball season extended into March! No, a late N.I.T.
bid was not awarded to the Stags,
but these two seniors will play in a
college all-star game Sunday night at
7:00 in the Fairfield gym. The game
will feature the top senior stars in
New England versus the top seniors
in the area Division II and III schools.

Also playing for the Division I team
are Boston College guard Ernie
Cobb, Harvard Rhodes Scholar Mike
Fine, UConn center Jeff Carr, Dick
Shea, a 6'2" guard from Yale and
Boston University guard Tom Channel. Coaching the fifteen man squad
will be Rhode Island mentor, Jack
Kraft.
Leading the Division II and III team
is first team All-American Mark

VOF Wins Battle of Media
By Pat Reap
In the upset of the century, the
staff from WVOF knocked off the
journalists from the Mirror 58-40, Firday night in the basketball game between the two campus media forces
Station Manager Brian Beusse led
VOF with 15 points, while editor-inchief Michael "Doc" Dougherty won
game-high honors with 16 points,
mostly on long-range jumpers.
The radio station jumped off to an
early 16-5 lead, but the second string
of the paper put the squad back in
the game, cutting the lead to 18-13.
VOF was intent on keeping their five
starters in as long as possible, while
the Mirror used all 20 players on its
roster. The inside play of the radio's
Greg Aramanda gave VOF a 28-20
halftime lead.

The Mirror started fast in the second half, pulling to within three at
33-30. It was the shooting of
Dougherty and news writer Roberto
Aponte that kept the paper close.
At this point, Beusse took control,
hitting on four 20-foot jumpers and
watching future station manager
Jack Bello drop in a break-away
layup. This spurt put VOF ahead
43-30 and the contest was never
close after that.
In the final minutes, both teams
substituted freely, with the high-light
being a 15 foot jumper by sportswriter Kim Plumer.
The Mirror took the loss with the
usual class they have shown all year
Sports editor Steve "Clyde" Motta
commented, "A lot of our guys were
not getting back on defense quick
enough, which gave them a lot of

transition baskets. That, and the fact
that Jeff Lane (VOF power forward)
was allowed to play with nine fouls
gave VOF the game." Asked about
Lane's style of play, Motta stated,
"He's a menace to society, he's got
no class, and his gym locker stinks."
Editor Dougherty was disappointed with the loss, but put the
game into proper perspective. "We
wanted to win, but also wanted to
give everyone a lot of playing time.
Our starting five could certainly battle their five starters."
A lot of talent was exhibited Friday
night in the gym before the 75 people
who attended, and the staff of the
Mirror eagerly accepts Beusse's invitation to a rematch on the softball
field!

Noon, from the University of Hartford. Also on this team will be a local
University of Bridgeport star Jerry
Steurer.
All those who are not heading
down to Florida immediately after

class tomorrow, or anyone in the
area is encouraged to watch Joey
and Mark battle the best that the
Division II and III schools have to offer. This truly will be their last game
in Fairfields gym.

Alpine Club
Ends Season;
Looks to Next Year
By Kim Plumer
The early arrival of warm weather
has dampened our ski season. Instead of the season ending March 3
as expected, the Alphine Club's
season prematurely ended February
22. It was a short season but a fun
one. The well organized Alphine Club
and Ski Team is headed by Tom
Cleary. Other officers included Jim
Dolan, Doug Bennett, and Chris Cardell, who added to the clubs smooth
operation. All members of the
organization worked together to
achieve fun-filled excursions.
Alphine Club members enjoyed
taking on the slopes while members
of the Ski Team took on the excitement of competition. Fairfield skiers
faced some good and bad luck this
winter. The B squad placed first in
the seasons opening invitational and
their consistency led them to place
first in the New England League.
New England's League consists of
16 teams. Each team is composed of
12 skiers, 6 on the A squad and 6 on
the B squad. Unfortunately the A
squad wasn't as lucky as the B
squad. They placed 7th in the league,

not nearly as well as they had expected. During this years' races,
some of the Stags fastest racers
constantly wiped out. As quoted from
treasurer Doug Bennett, "We were
hampered with bad luck." Dave
Rogers, the teams fastest skier, ran
into a lot of problems. Dave only
finished one race this season, yet
proved his skills by taking first place
in that race.
There are under 200 skiers in Fairfield's League, yet our 6-person A
squad managed to take 3 of the 15
trophies awarded. Ninth place was
taken by Jim Chabot, who led the
team in the final league standings,
and 12th place was given to David
"Kid" Margarone. Kim Anderson is
the only women on the Stags team ,
yet she earned the title of second
fastest female.
It was a tough season for our best
skiers but the outlook is hopeful for
next year. The Stags have been invited to join the top-notch college
skiers in the Osborn League but they
feel they still need another year or
so. At the rate they're going they
should easily realize that goal.

